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ABSTRACT
Keywords:  Sustainable, Carbon-Neutral, Housing, Retrofit, Northeastern Ontario, Commuter Community.

 This thesis proposes a system-based approach to creating affordable and sustainable home retrofits 
in commuter communities in Northeastern Ontario, more specifically in the community of Azilda. Architecture 
2030 has stated that “The urban built environment is responsible for 75% of annual global greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions: buildings alone amount for 39%.”1 Architecture must play an active role in reducing GHG 
emissions or the climate crisis will worsen. Addressing climate change is a worldwide effort and is much more 
attainable through specific municipal level initiatives, or programs. The Home Retrofit Centre proposed within 
this thesis is a small part of a larger system working towards mitigating further climate change, by focusing on 
lowering the carbon emissions of residential buildings in Azilda. With linkage to students and professors from the 
McEwen School of Architecture and the City of Greater Sudbury,2 the Centre will provide locals with resources 
on how to improve the efficiency of their homes. In The Philosophy of Sustainable Design, Jason McLennan 
defines sustainable design as “the philosophy that seeks to maximize the quality of the built environment, 
while minimizing or eliminating negative impacts to the natural environment.”3 Retrofitting existing homes will 
improve the built environment while also reducing the house’s carbon emissions, which will minimize the negative 
impacts they have had on the environment. A significant part of reducing carbon emissions from buildings 
relates to embodied and operational carbon, which is produced throughout the entire life cycle of a building. To 
lower the embodied and operational carbon of the existing homes in Azilda, the Home Retrofit Centre will allow 
older homes to take on a new life and become more efficient. These retrofits will create a more comfortable and 
healthy home, update the style, save on energy costs, and more importantly, take action in response to climate 
change. Retrofitting a home also increases its economic resale value making these changes an investment for 
the future. 

 For this Home Retrofit Centre to be a success it will need to gently nudge the community in this 
cultural shift of wanting to improve their homes in a way that will also help with climate change. Most homes 
will eventually require retrofits or renovations, that is inevitable. This thesis will investigate how the architecture 
of the Home Retrofit Centre can be a positive catalyst to address the needs of the community and climate 
change. It will endeavour to answer these questions: How can architecture be a catalyst for these retrofits? And 
can the Home Retrofit Centre itself showcase and inspire community members to implement retrofit strategies 
in their own homes in order to guide Azilda into a carbon-neutral future? Beyond simply being a Home Retrofit 
Centre, it will also become a hub for community activities and resources through the use of cross programming, 
including a Café, Re-use Store, market area, workshops, and multi-use spaces.

1  “The 2030 Challenge – Architecture 2030,” accessed October 2, 2020, https://architecture2030.org/2030_challenges/2030-  
 challenge/.
2  “FINAL Greater Sudbury CEEP.Pdf,” 2, accessed November 12, 2020, https://www.greatersudbury.ca/sudburyen/assets/File/Comms/ 
 FINAL%20Greater%20Sudbury%20CEEP.pdf.
3  Jason F. McLennan, The Philosophy of Sustainable Design: The Future of Architecture (Kansas City, MO: Ecotone,2004), 4.
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 Climate change is an ever-growing issue that more people in Ontario are starting to 
understand as fact and want to decrease their carbon footprint. Every building has an impact 
on the environment, often contributing to climate change. Therefore, architecture needs to 
address its impact. The environmental movement has been active for decades, however, what 
can homeowners of single-detached homes do to play their part?4 This thesis argues that a small 
commuter community, such as Azilda, Ontario,  (Figure 1) can implement new architecture to 
be a positive catalyst towards a carbon-neutral future. Retrofitting current homes to be more 
efficient will help address the needs of community members as well as play an integral role in 
addressing climate change through affordable and sustainable design. Therefore, this thesis 
proposes to create a Home Retrofit Centre. With linkage to the McEwen School of Architecture 
and the City of Greater Sudbury,5 the Centre will provide community members resources on how 
to improve the efficiency of homes towards a carbon-neutral future. 

 For the Home Retrofit Centre to be a success, it will need to gently encourage the 
community into taking proactive measures towards this cultural shift of retrofitted homes into 
sustainable homes. As a result, these home retrofits will help fight against climate change. There 
were numerous homes built in Azilda between 1955 to 1975, thus these homes in particular 
will require renovations. The Centre will guide these homeowners to implement sustainable 
retrofit strategies. This thesis will thus endeavour to answer the following questions: How can 
architecture be a catalyst for home retrofits in Azilda? And can the Home Retrofit Center 
itself, inspire and teach community members to implement retrofit strategies in their own 
homes in order to guide Azilda into a carbon-neutral future? 

4  See Introduction of Marco Armiero and Lise Sedrez, A History of Environmentalism: Local Struggles, Global Histories   
 (A&C Black, 2014). The introduction to this book discusses the relationship between the local (Azilda in this case) and the   
 global (climate change).
5 “FINAL Greater Sudbury CEEP.Pdf,” 2, accessed November 12, 2020, https://www.greatersudbury.ca/sudburyen/assets/  
 File/Comms/FINAL%20Greater%20Sudbury%20CEEP.pdf.
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Figure 1: Azilda in Ontario 

1.1 Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP)

 This thesis closely aligns itself with Greater Sudbury’s Community Energy and Emissions 
Plan (CEEP)6, which “follows from decades of energy and emissions reduction initiatives in the 
community and responds to City Council’s May 28, 2019 Climate Emergency declaration.”7 CEEP 
employs three key concepts to determine their recommended actions: “1 – The Reduce-Improve-
Switch paradigm (reduce energy use, improve efficiency, and switch to low-carbon energy 
sources); 2 – Community energy planning prioritization; and 3 – Infrastructure, mechanical, 
and energy systems turnover.”8 These concepts are applied to energy and emissions actions in 8 
strategies sectors with a total of 18 CEEP goals. (Figure 2) The second strategy sector is focused 
on Efficient Buildings. The third CEEP goal closely relates to my thesis: “Goal 3: The existing 
building stock is retrofit for 50% increased energy efficiency by 2040.”9 The primary action for 
the goal, as described by CEEP is to “Develop a deep energy efficiency retrofits program.”10 This 
primary action is what the Home Retrofit Centre in Azilda aims to achieve. It will provide the 
space, information, and resources to retrofit the current homes in Azilda to be more efficient to 
lower their carbon emissions. 

6  “FINAL Greater Sudbury CEEP.Pdf,” 2, accessed November 12, 2020, https://www.greatersudbury.ca/sudburyen/assets/  
 File/Comms/FINAL%20Greater%20Sudbury%20CEEP.pdf. 
7  Ibid. 2.
8 Ibid. 2.
9  Ibid. 2.
10 Ibid. 71.

1.2 Cultural Shift in Azilda

 Throughout the centuries, our worldviews have changed. Currently, we are between 
worldviews. Some still believe that the earth has an endless supply of resources for us to take and 
others do not. Those who do not, see the changes in the environment and understand that it is 
time to regenerate the planet. 

 The issue of climate change needs to be part of our daily conversations. The Home 
Retrofit Centre will be a vehicle for this conversation in Azilda. In order to create a cultural shift, 
the issue of climate change and sustainability, in all senses of the word, must become part of 
the values Azilda holds as a community. By beginning with a retrofit of a condemned building in 
Azilda, the shift will start. 
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Figure 2: CEEP Strategies and Goals

1. 

2. 

2

3.

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

3

What is a Home Retrofit Centre?
Is this for everyone?

Can I use the Centre?
Why retrofits?

What is the purpose of this building?

 Once the Centre is open, locals will be able to attend the public programs which include 
the Home Retrofit Centre, the Re-use Store, the Star Tavern Café, and rentable office space. The 
Centre can be seen as a community hub for social, intellectual, technical, and material exchanges. 
As more people venture into the building, they will begin to learn about what the Centre will 
provide and why it is important. For this thesis to be successful, it will need to understand how 
the architecture of the building can assist in this cultural shift and how to assist the community in 
broadening their capabilities in understanding how they can retrofit their homes to make them 
more sustainable. 

 Home renovations throughout the existing homes in Azilda has been progressing. 
However, these renovations have not been geared towards sustainability, but more for aesthetics 
and maintenance repairs. With climate change, resources are running short, and time is running 
out. The urgency to have a sustainable home will create a cultural shift in the local community 
and inspire homeowners to take action by retrofitting their homes so that they can decrease their 
consumption and their carbon footprint. 

 “Architecture is a vehicle for communities and is foremost community-oriented.”11 With 
this in mind, the Centre will invoke a cultural shift within the community because it has the space, 
resources, and partnerships, that will inspire necessary change. Contributing to a cultural shift in 
the region, the emergence of the Centre will encourage community members in Azilda to begin 
to ask some of the following questions:

11 Ted Kesik, comment during master’s final thesis review with author and committee, April 12, 2020.
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2.1 Climate Change

 Climate change is an ever-growing issue that an increasing number of people are 
starting to better understand. Bill Dunster in ZEDlife: How to Build a Low-Carbon Society Today 
explains that “Climate change is not desirable and there is an international consensus for 
reducing human generated atmospheric greenhouse gases.”12 In Design for Climate Change, 
William Gethering and Katie Puckett list the overwhelming scientific consensus stating that 
climate is in fact changing and that “these changes are very likely due to increased global 
greenhouse-gas concentrations resulting from human activities,”13 and that “these changes 
will continue if we remain on our current path, with increasingly severe consequences for all life 
on the planet.”14 Climate change is an imminent threat and actions are already being taken to 
intercept this in the architectural industry with various initiatives and challenges. As Gethering 
and Puckett explain, “The impact of climate change is particularly pertinent to the construction 
industry, simply because buildings last a long time,”15 therefore, architects have a responsibility 
towards climate change in the built environment. Architecture 2030 states that “The urban 
built environment is responsible for 75% of annual global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions: 
buildings alone amount for 39%.”16 Thus, architecture needs to have an active role in reducing 
GHG emissions, or the climate crisis will worsen. Retrofitting current homes to be more efficient 
will help address the needs of community members as well as play an integral role in addressing 
climate change through affordable and sustainable design. 

 Addressing climate change is a worldwide effort, and it is much more attainable through 
specific city initiatives or programs. The Home Retrofit Centre is a small part of a larger system 
working towards preventing further climate change by educating homeowners to acknowledge 
ways of lowering their carbon emissions from their home. (Figure 3) This is possible through 
sustainable design. Jason McLennan in The Philosophy of Sustainable Design defines sustainable 
design as “the philosophy that seeks to maximize the quality of the built environment, while 
minimizing or eliminating negative impacts to the natural environment.”17 Retrofitting existing 
homes will improve the built environment while also reducing the house’s carbon emissions which 
will minimize the negative impacts they have had on the environment. “Sustainable design helps 
instill a sense of responsibility and higher purpose back into design.”18 A large part of reducing 
carbon emissions from buildings relates back to embodied and operational carbon.

12  Bill Dunster, Zedlife: How to Build a Low-Carbon Society Today (London: RIBA publishing, 2018), 3. 
13  William Gethering and Katie Puckett, Design for Climate Change (London: RIBA, 2013), 1.
14  Ibid. 1.
15  Ibid. 7.
16  “The 2030 Challenge – Architecture 2030,” accessed October 2, 2020, https://architecture2030.org/2030_  
 challenges/2030-challenge/.
17  Jason F. McLennan, The Philosophy of Sustainable Design: The Future of Architecture (Kansas City, MO: Ecotone, 2004),   
 4.
18  Ibid. 7.
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Home Retrofit Centre

Figure 3: The Home Retrofit Center is Part of a Large System

2.2 Embodied and Operational Carbon

 To lower the embodied and operational carbon of the existing homes in Azilda, the 
Home Retrofit Center will allow older homes to take on a new life and become more efficient. The 
embodied carbon and operational carbon released “over the life of the building are known as whole 
life carbon.”19 (Figure 4) Embodied carbon is emitted during the extraction of raw materials, the 
transportation, the manufacturing, the installation as well as the end of life of a building.20 This 
includes the upfront carbon, the use stage embodied carbon as well as the end-of-life carbon. 
“Embodied carbon emissions represent approximately 11 per cent of all energy-related carbon 
emissions globally.”21 These emissions are static, meaning once the carbon emissions are out, it can’t 
be taken back. Operational carbon is associated with “energy use and the release of refrigerants 
during regular building operations.”22 Operational carbon includes heating, cooling, hot water, 
lighting, etc. These embodied and operational carbon emissions are released throughout the entire 
life cycle of a building.23

 Previously, the focus was on reducing the operational carbon of a building but now that the 
strategies and techniques are available, the focus is shifting to include embodied carbon. To design 
an efficient building, it is important to consider all aspects of the carbon emissions that the building will 
release. Part of reducing the embodied carbon of a building includes the choices in materials.24 “There 
are many factors that contribute to embodied carbon. Far and away the largest are the materials 
used for construction; materials account for 60% to 80% of embodied carbon emissions.”25 (Figure 
5) Retrofitting allows for lower embodied carbon by keeping the original building and supplying 
new materials that are embodied carbon conscious, this could include carbon sequestering, and 
locally sourced and manufactured materials. “Demolishing existing buildings and re-constructing 
new buildings is a huge source of embodied carbon emissions.”26 Retrofitting an existing structure 
is the best carbon-smart solution. By implementing design strategies into an existing structure, such 
as a high R-value continuous insulation, airtightness, and new efficient HVAC or heat pumps, the 
building becomes more efficient. These design strategies aim to lower the operational carbon of the 
home while creating a more comfortable and healthy home. As a result, retrofitting lowers both the 
embodied and operational carbon of the home. 

19  “CaGBC_Zero_Carbon_Building_Standard_v2_Design.Pdf,” 12, accessed October 16, 2020, https://www.cagbc.org/  
 cagbcdocs/zerocarbon/v2/CaGBC_Zero_Carbon_Building_Standard_v2_Design.pdf.
20  Ibid. 14.
21  Ibid. 14.
22 Ibid. 18.
23 For more information on embodied and operational carbon see: “Embodied-Carbon-White-Paper.Pdf,” accessed   
 November 6, 2020, https://sbcanada.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Embodied-Carbon-White-Paper.pdf.
24 “Carbon Smart Materials Palette—Actions for Reducing Embodied Carbon at Your Fingertips,” accessed November 5,   
 2020, https://materialspalette.org/. is a great tool to understand the impact of different materials.
25 “Embodied-Carbon-White-Paper.Pdf,” 4, accessed November 6, 2020, https://sbcanada.org/wp-content/   
 uploads/2018/04/Embodied-Carbon-White-Paper.pdf.
26 “WHOLE BUILDING — Carbon Smart Materials Palette,” accessed April 25, 2021, https://materialspalette.org/whole-  
 building/.
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Figure 4: Embodied and Operational Carbon in Building Life Cycle
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2.3 Sustainable Design

 The use of sustainable design helps designers and homeowners to lower their carbon 
footprint to become part of the solution. “The human race must decide whether to continue being 
part of the problem or to become part of the solution.”27 “Sustainability means meeting our own 
needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”28 This 
touches on the sustainability of environmental, economic, and social concerns. In Sustainable 
Design for the Built Environment, Rob Fleming and Saglinda Roberts, define sustainable design 
as: “a holistic methodology for designing physical objects, the built environment, and social 
policy with the goal of integrating the values of beauty, social equity, economic prosperity, and 
ecological regeneration over the long term and across scales.”29 Fleming and Roberts explain 
that sustainable design has four values: Profit, Planet, People, and Place also known as the 
Quadruple Bottom Line. These values are comparative to the sustainability concerns; Profit 
can be understood as Economic, Planet can be understood as Ecological, and People can be 
understood as Social. Fleming and Roberts believe that the value of Place is important to design 
holistically for the experience of the people. 

 Based on McLennan’s philosophy of the built environment,30 he further explains his Six 
Governing Principles of Sustainable Design. These principles include biomimicry, human vitality, 
ecosystem, “seven generation”, conservation, and the holistic thinking.31 These principles then 
provide a deeper understanding of the sustainability concerns of environmental, economic and 
social performance. McLennan, Fleming and Roberts have all agreed that sustainable design 
is a holistic way to design and “requires a greater amount of collaboration between disciplines 
than does the traditional process.”32 The end results are “buildings that achieve high levels of 
environmental, economic and social performance.”33 Integrated design solutions are those 
that “simultaneously solve several problems within the one solution and embody the work and 
requirements of multiple disciplines.”34

27  Bill Dunster, Zedlife: How to Build a Low-Carbon Society Today (London: RIBA publishing, 2018), 11.
28  “What is sustainability?,” 1,  accessed October 11, 2020, https://www.mcgill.ca/sustainability/files/sustainability/what-is-  
 sustainability.pdf.
29  Rob Fleming and Saglinda Roberts, Sustainable Design for the Built Environment (Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY:   
 Routledge, 2019), 93.
30  Reference quote on page 11. ( Jason F. McLennan, The Philosophy of Sustainable Design: The Future of Architecture   
 (Kansas City, MO: Ecotone, 2004), 4.)
31 Jason F. McLennan, The Philosophy of Sustainable Design: The Future of Architecture (Kansas City, MO: Ecotone, 2004),   
 30.
32 Ibid. 212.
33 Ibid. 222.
34 Ibid. 222.
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Figure 5: Building Materials
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Figure 6: Azilda Main Intersection
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3.1 About

 This thesis focuses on Northeastern Ontario commuter communities, specifically 
Azilda. (Figure 6) Azilda is within the City of Greater Sudbury, (Figure 7) and a short 10-minute 
drive from Downtown Sudbury. A commuter community is primarily residential. People who live 
in commuter communities usually work in other neighbouring communities. Azilda is directly 
off Reginal Road 35 (RR 35) between Chelmsford and Sudbury. (Figure 8) In terms of public 
buildings, it has what one might need for amenities: an arena, two elementary schools, two banks, 
a dentist, library, grocery store, bowling alley, Tim Hortons, chiropractor and acupuncturist, 
mechanic, fire station, as well as the Azilda Plaza which includes a pharmacy, walk-in clinic, 
LCBO, the Beer Store, etc. Notre Dame Street has always been the main road through Azilda. It 
served as part of the highway connecting Sudbury to the mining in the Onaping/Levak area until 
RR 35 bypassed the town. Notre Dame has since remained the main road through Azilda. 
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Figure 7: Greater Sudbury - Azilda in White Circle
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Figure 8: Azilda Map Residential vs Public
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3.2 Development Throughout the Years

 It is worthwhile to better understand which homes could best benefit from these retrofits. 
The homes that will be the initial focus of the Centre will be houses that were built before 1975. In 
these following pages there is a map of Azilda illustrating the development throughout the years 
of when they were constructed. (Figure 9)35

Figure 9: Azilda Throughout the Years - Map

Figure 10: Houses Throughout the Years Photos
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35  This information was gathered by looking at historical areal photos of Azilda. The dates indicated are often not the date   
 the house was built but simply showing that on that date these houses were present. Following the map are    
 photos of houses from each of the years indicated.
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3.3 Azilda Home Retrofit Case Study

 To better understand the typical housing currently in Azilda, this thesis has studied 
three existing homes. These houses were built in 1963, 1978, and 1990. (Figure 12) For each of 
these a quick sketch was drawn showing what a retrofit might look like. Each is using a clear story 
for southern solar gain, there would be new windows and doors, higher R-value insulation, and 
an upgrade in terms of the heating and cooling systems. By doing this design exercise, a better 
sense of what would be required in the Centre was gained as well as an understanding of the 
northern domestic culture. 

 Azilda is in a cold climate and has snow every year. All of these houses have garages, 
either attached or detached, but should a house not have one, it would be part of the retrofit to 
include one. In addition to keeping the vehicle free from snow, a garage provides extra storage 
and often becomes another occupiable space for the residents. The garage from the 1990 house 
was added afterwards, in the year 2000. Adding a garage provided the opportunity for a back 
entrance (Figure 13) with a generous vestibule that is well suited for a family of five. In addition, 
the garage provided additional storage and workshop space. The front entrance, (Figure 14) 
original to the house, is only ever used for guests. This space comfortably suits two or three 
people at a time. On average, the temperature of the basement is at 16°C in the winter.  Thus, 
this house could benefit from better insulation due to the harsh northern winters in Azilda. 

 This following table provides additional information received about the houses: the 
R-values of the walls, roof and basement, windows, and the heating system. It also indicates, if 
available, the date any renovations have been made. (Figure 15)

 The next table illustrates the houses in terms of their spaces in hopes to better 
understand their existing inefficiencies. (Figure 16)

 In addition to retrofitting these homes (particularly those before 1975), some homes, 
based on the homeowners’ priorities, can adapt to their current lifestyle. This could include a 
large entrance area with storage for winter outerwear, a garage, or increase the square footage 
of the house where it best suits the residents.

Figure 12: Home Retrofit Sketch

Figure 11: Azilda Population and Area from Census 2016

5,079 2,121 35 145.3

Population Households Total Area (sq. km) Population Density (# of people per sq. km.)

North East Elevation

solar panels

1990

upgrade to heat pump  

East Elevation1963

increased insulation

East Elevation1978
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Figure 15: House R-values and Heating Systems

Figure 16: Home Retrofit Garage and Vestibules

Figure 13: 1990 Home - Back Entrance Figure 14: 1990 Home - Front Entrance

1990 
(bought in 

1990)

R22 (2x4 
construction - 
original)

R7 (brick house 
– original batt 
insulation 6”)
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when driving)
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storage. 4 maybe 5 
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4.1 Living Building Challenge

4.2 Passive Design Strategies

 This thesis utilizes the framework which is provided by the Living Future.  The Living 
Building Challenge,  “provides a framework for design, construction and the symbiotic relationship 
between people, our community, and nature.”36 By using this framework as a guide, it will ensure 
that the design of the Centre, and the home retrofits, will be sustainable. “The Living Building 
Challenge is an attempt to dramatically raise the bar from a paradigm of doing less harm to one 
in which we view our role as a steward and co-creator of a true Living Future.”37 By addressing 
the performance categories, or “Petals” of Place, Water, Energy, Health + Happiness, Materials, 
Equity and Beauty, the architecture will be holistically sustainable.38

 An efficient building envelope can help lower the operational carbon of a building. 
Think of it as a warm blanket around the building that lowers the operational carbon. This can 
be achieved through passive house. “Passive House is a way of designing buildings to achieve 
exceptional energy efficiency and superior thermal comfort.”39  With the envelope keeping 
the interior temperature consistent, less energy is required to heat or cool the house. Passive 
house design allows the “building envelope to do most of the work to maintain comfortable 
temperatures, permitting simpler, smaller mechanical systems.”40 “Heating and cooling loads 
are minimized through passive measures like massing, insulation, high-quality windows, passive 
solar energy, shading, and elimination of thermal bridges.”41 Passive house design strategies will 
be utilized by the Home Retrofit Centre and will encourage homeowners to retrofits their homes 
in the community.42

36  “LBC-4_0_v13.Pdf,” 4, accessed October 16, 2020, https://living-future.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/LBC-4_0_v13.  
 pdf.
37 Ibid. 4.
38 For more detailed information on the LBC see “LBC-4_0_v13.Pdf,” accessed October 16, 2020, https://living-future.org/wp-  
 content/uploads/2019/08/LBC-4_0_v13.pdf. And see Living Future for all information: “Living-Future.Org,”    
 December 6, 2016, https://living-future.org/. 
39 “PHC-Developers-Guide.Pdf,” 2, accessed November 16, 2020, https://www.passivehousecanada.com/downloads/PHC-  
 developers-guide.pdf..
40 Ibid. 2.
41 Ibid. 2.
42 For more information on Passive House Canada see “Passive House Canada | Maison Passive Canada - Home,” Passive   
 House Canada | Maison Passive Canada, accessed April 26, 2021, https://www.passivehousecanada.com/.
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4.3 Retrofit Strategies

 Most people, especially now during Covid-19, spend the majority of their time within 
their homes. Ideally people are comfortable living in their homes, however, this often isn’t the case 
anymore. This can be due to high costs from the increase in energy usage, using unsustainable 
resources (heating, electricity, water), and the lack of office space during the stay-at-home 
orders. In this time of crisis, the Home Retrofit Centre would assist homeowners to retrofit their 
homes to save on energy usage, using sustainable resources, and increase their square footage 
while being mindful to the associated embodied carbon. It’s important to note that every house 
is different. Each home will need a Building Energy Assessment to determine exactly what they 
would require, and this would come from an outside source. This thesis focuses on three majors 
retrofit strategies that each house will require. This includes the building envelope, the heating & 
cooling system, and renewable energy sources. (Figure 17) 

Home Retrofit Base Steps
1. Building Energy Assessment: understanding the existing conditions

2. Building Envelope: continuous insulation and airtight, “the warm blanket around the building”

3. Heating & Cooling Systems: uses less energy with the “warm blanket”

4. Renewable Energy: free energy for the environment!

5. Addition or Renovation: increase or redesign of the space tailored to the residents’ lifestyles

 Following CEEP, the home retrofits will target 50% thermal savings and 30% electrical 
saving for the 80% reduction goals, and 50% thermal savings and 50% electrical saving for the 
climate emergency goal.43 (Figure 18)44

 
 Due to advances in technology and available resources, it is now our duty as humans 
on this earth to make these sustainable changes within our own homes. This is why this thesis 
is proposing the Home Retrofit Centre. The Centre will make these changes more attainable 
to everyone as well as invoke a sense of urgency within the community without intimidating or 
overwhelming them.

43  Enbridge Union Gas has lots of information on energy use, including rebates available “Union Gas Limited,” accessed April  
 26, 2021, https://www.uniongas.com/.
44 NRCan has many helpful resources for Canadians to learn about Energy Efficiency for Homes: Natural Resources Canada,  
 “Homes,” February 1, 2018, https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy-efficiency/homes/20546.

BUILDING ENVELOPE

Continuous insulation

     (Passive) 

     Roof R60 – 90

     Walls R40 – 60

     Slab R30 - 50

Airtightness

Windows and doors

Heat pumps

    Air-source

    Ground-source

Efficient HVAC

    Azilda:

    Forced air w/ natural gas

    Electric heating

Heat pumps

Solar panels

Energy storage

Outside source 

HEATING SYSTEM

RENEWABLE ENERGY

BUILDING ENERGY ASSESSMENT

Figure 17: Home Retrofit Strategies
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Figure 18: CEEP Retrofit Homes Reduction Goal

4.3.1 Building Envelope

 Most homes would benefit from an upgrade of the building envelope, meaning 
continuous insulation along with airtightness.45 According to Passive House standards, the 
recommendation is between 60 to 90 R-value for the roof, 40 to 60 R-value for the walls, and 30 
to 50 R-value for the slab. (Figure 19) While upgrading the envelope, new triple glazed windows 
with low-e and argon gas are recommended to replace the one or two-pane windows that the 
existing homes might have.  Efficient doors are also suggested to be installed if vital to respond to 
the energy assessment. 

 The majority of the homes in Azilda have been constructed in 2x4 and 2x6 wood-frame 
construction. The walls of these homes are likely between 12 and 22 R-value.  With the Ontario 
Building Code being different now than when these houses were constructed, an improvement is 
required. 

Figure 19: Ontario Building Code 2017 vs Passive House Standards R-Value

Ontario Building Code 2017 Passive House Standards

Slab/Basement

Walls

Roof R30 – R60 R60 – R90

R22 R40 – R60

R20 – R31 R30 – R50

4.3.2 Heating & Cooling Systems

 Replacing or supplementing the current heating and cooling system with an efficient 
HVAC or heat pump system can lower the carbon emissions of a house. It is recommended that 
the upgrade in heating and cooling is installed after the building envelope is well insulated and 
airtight. Without this warm blanket around the building, the heating or cooling systems would be 
overdesigned to account for the ineffective building envelope, thus energy saving would not be 
optimized once all the systems upgraded. 

 Homes in Azilda typically have forced air with natural gas46 or electric heating and 
cooling systems.47 These systems could be upgraded to a more efficient version or could be 
supplemented with a heat pump.48 “A heat pump can provide year-round climate control for your 
home by supplying heat to it in the winter and cooling it in the summer. Some types can also heat 
water.”49 Heat pumps used in conjunction with the existing heating systems “can provide reliable 
and economic heating in winter and cooling in summer.”50 This is known as a hybrid heating 
system and can be an “effective way to reduce your energy costs.”51 Heat pumps52 use renewable 
energy and electricity to operate. They have lower operational cost than the current systems. Heat 
pumps are more expensive upfront but have long-term economic and environmental benefits. 
There are two types of heat pumps: air source and ground source. Each has their own pros and 
cons. To make the best decision for the house and themselves, the homeowner, with assistance 
from those working at the Home Retrofit Centre, will decide if they want an air or ground source 
heat pump. To reiterate, “there is little point in investing in an efficient heating system if your home 
is losing heat through poorly insulated walls, ceilings, windows and doors, and by air leakage 
through cracks and holes,”53 this is why an efficient building envelope is key.

46 For more information on forced air with natural gas heating and cooling systems see: “Heating with Gas,” accessed   
 November 12, 2020, https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/sites/www.nrcan.gc.ca/files/energy/pdf/energystar/Heating_With_Gas.pdf 
47 For more information on electric heating and cooling systems see: “Heating with Electricity,” accessed November 12, 2020,   
 https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/sites/www.nrcan.gc.ca/files/energy/pdf/energystar/Heating_with_Electricity.pdf 
48  NRCan provides an excellent article about their research on hybrid heating in homes (the combination of a natural gas   
 furnace with an electric air source heat pump): Natural Resources Canada, “The Future of Home Heating: Hybrid Home   
 Heating Systems Offer Energy Savings and Reduce GHG Emissions,” July 25, 2019, https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/   
 simply-science/future-home-heating-hybrid-home-heating-systems-offer-energy-savings-    
 and-reduce-ghg-emissions/22236.
49  Natural Resources Canada, “Introduction—Section 1—Heating and Cooling with a Heat Pump,” April 20, 2009, https://  
 www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy-efficiency/energy-star-canada/about-energy-star-canada/energy-star-announcements/  
 publications/heating-cooling-heat-pump/introduction/6825. 
50  Ibid.
51 Ibid.
52  For more information on heat pumps see: Natural Resources Canada, “Heating and Cooling With a Heat Pump,” April 22,   
 2009, https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy-efficiency/energy-star-canada/about/energy-star-announcements/publications/  
 heating-and-cooling-heat-pump/6817.
53 Natural Resources Canada, “Introduction—Section 1—Heating and Cooling with a Heat Pump,” April 20, 2009, https://  
 www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy-efficiency/energy-star-canada/about-energy-star-canada/energy-star-announcements/  
 publications/heating-cooling-heat-pump/introduction/6825.

45  See (p11-17) for more information on passive building envelope construction. “Passive House Building in Canada:   
 Transforming How We Build,” accessed November 12, 2020, https://www.passivehousecanada.com/   
 downloads/PassiveHouseCanada-2019-Ebook.pdf 
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should i go into more detail about this? how it 
works

4.3.3 Renewable Energy

 Reducing the operational carbon of a building can be further improved with the use of 
renewable energy, such as wind, solar, and geothermal. Renewable energy54 is produced on site, 
creates no carbon emissions, and can be stored and released when required. This “free” energy 
is lowering the houses need for grid energy which helps lower the operational carbon use of the 
house. As a community, Azilda can lower its carbon emissions with the use of these renewable 
energy sources. Perhaps one day in the future, Azilda will be able to feed surplus “free” energy 
back into the Greater Sudbury grid.

54  For more information on renewable energy see: Natural Resources Canada, “About-Renewable-Energy,” January 27, 2009,  
 https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/our-natural-resources/energy-sources-distribution/renewable-energy/about-renewable-  
 energy/7295.

Figure 20: REEP House

4.4 Case Study - REEP House City of Kitchener, Waterloo Region, Ontario  
Built in 1905 Renovated in 2010 

 REEP House for Sustainable Living (Figure 20) is a net zero, water-wise, LEED 
Platinum certified demonstration home and education centre located in a century brick home in 
downtown Kitchener. The goal for this project was a “90% energy reduction to make the house 
“near net zero” energy with the addition of renewable energy,”55 and for it to be educational to 
the public about sustainable retrofit strategies. The REEP House is open to the public and serves 
as a space “for tours, presentations, education and continuing research into residential retrofits 
and sustainable living initiatives.”56

55 “2011-REEP-CASE-STUDY-REVISED-v2-with-Graphics.Pdf,” accessed December 22, 2020, https://reepgreen.ca/wp- 
 content/uploads/2020/09/2011-REEP-CASE-STUDY-REVISED-v2-with-Graphics.pdf.
56  Ibid.
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Figure 21: REEP House  - Parallel Heating Systems

Figure 22: REEP House - Cutaway Insulation Wall

57 “2011-REEP-CASE-STUDY-REVISED-v2-with-Graphics.Pdf,” accessed December 22, 2020, https://reepgreen.ca/wp- 
 content/uploads/2020/09/2011-REEP-CASE-STUDY-REVISED-v2-with-Graphics.pdf.
58 Ibid.
59 “REEP House Virtual Tour,” accessed December 22, 2020, https://www.reepgreen.ca/virtualtour/.
60 For more information on the REEP House please see “REEP House a Near Net Zero Century Home Retrofit,” accessed  
 December 22, 2020,  https://reepgreen.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2011-REEP-CASE-STUDY-REVISED-v2-with- 
 Graphics.pdf & “REEP House Virtual Tour,” accessed December 22, 2020, https://www.reepgreen.ca/virtualtour/.

 The REEP House is designed in a way that “demonstrates a variety of solutions for each 
retrofit challenge.”57 An example of this approach is seen with the two parallel heating systems 
of “a wall hung boiler with hydronic distribution and a ground source heat pump with forced air 
distribution”58 in the basement. (Figure 21) Both of these systems are appropriate solutions and 
by installing both, it provides a visual comparison between the two and homeowners can then 
make informed decisions based on their own needs. Upstairs holds the “heart” of the REEP House 
which is “a cutaway view of an entire wall showing different types of insulation, with information 
about the pros and cons of each type.”59 (Figure 22)

 The REEP House60 has been very successful in community engagement and home 
retrofits. This house, a 1:1 physical model of various sustainable strategies available, provides 
inspiration and education for retrofitting a house and creates an all-inclusive educational 
building for sustainable retrofit strategies.
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Figure 23: Condemned Star Tavern
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 This thesis is proposing to create a Home Retrofit Centre in the condemned Star Tavern 
in Azilda, which is currently seen as a “sore thumb” by many locals. (Figure 22) With this retrofit, 
the Centre will act as a positive catalyst towards a carbon-neutral future by being a vehicle 
for sustainability in the community. It will provide resources to community members on how to 
improve the efficiency of their homes towards a carbon-neutral future. 

Figure 24: Zoom in Star Tavern Site
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5.1 Home Retrofit Centre Site Analysis

 The proposed site for the Home Retrofit Centre is the condemned Star Tavern on Notre 
Dame Street, the main road through Azilda.  (Figure 24 & 26) By retrofitting an old building that 
has stood vacant for well over 15 years and that most, if not all, members of the community know, 
it is further showcasing the possibilities of what a small community like Azilda can do towards 
achieving a carbon neutral future.

 The Star Tavern flourished providing drinks and lodging for the miners back when Notre 
Dame Street was a part of the main highway. With the construction of the bypass of Regional 
Road 35, the Star Tavern was disregarded and has since been vacant for well over 15 years. 
When searching for information on the Star Tavern, Geoff McCausland, the Councillor for Ward 
4 in Sudbury, noted that “The building owners stopped paying taxes and eventually it was taken 
over by the city. If I’m not mistaken, it should be up for sale for taxes soon. The building itself is 
condemned and the roof I believe has collapsed into the centre.”61 (Figure 25 & 27) 

Star Tavern East Elevation

Star Tavern North Elevation

Star Tavern South Elevation

Star Tavern West Elevation

Figure 25: Condemned Star Tavern Collaged Elevations

61 Geoff McCausland (Councillor, Ward 4), in email discussion with the author, City of Greater Sudbury November 20,  
 2020.
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Figure 27: Condemned Star Tavern Photos Figure 28: Star Tavern Assumptions

5.2 Star Tavern Assumptions

 Without access to the Star Tavern or any documentation (photos or drawings) I had to 
make assumptions about the building’s structure to best design this retrofit. With only the exterior 
of the building as reference, as well as informal information from someone who walked by while 
I was taking photos, a few important aspects of the structure of the building were determined. 
Looking at the building, it appears that the exterior walls are 10” load-bearing Concrete Masonry 
Unit (CMU).(Figure 28) According to the person who walked by, there is a structural element 
straight down the middle of building, which I am presuming to be steel beams and columns. 
I assume that there are two other rows on either side of this centre row. I strongly believe that 
most window openings will be viable with repairs, and the design will use these openings when 
the option is available. As mentioned by Councillor McCausland, the roof is believed to have 
collapsed therefore a new roof will be required. The basement and floor conditions are unknown. 
However, I am assuming that the foundation is still good with repairs if needed.

Concrete Masonry Unit 
(CMU) 
Exterior Load-bearing Walls

Reuse Window Openings

Collapsed Roof

Floors unknown

Basement unknown

Steel Columns
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5.3 Parti / Concept

 The Home Retrofit Centre will encourage homeowners to retrofit their own homes, so 
it makes sense for this design to do the same. The design has followed this parti (Figure 29) 
since the beginning of the design process. The concept is to remove a box from within the existing 
building of the condemned Star Tavern, then add a deconstructed house back inside (this will be 
the “Exploded Didactic House”). The building is then pierced with boxes in order to highlight the 
deconstructed house, and the house in the center now becomes the public atrium of the building. 

 In this original parti, the largest entrance is facing north with the smaller one facing 
east. In order to best organize the building and site, the parti has been mirrored. The main 
entrances are now facing north (Figure 31) towards Notre Dame Street, as well as west (Figure 
33) towards the parking lot. These entrances provided the opportunity to introduce exterior 
views and additional natural light into the atrium of the Centre.

1. Remove Box 2. Add Deconstructed House

3. Peirce Building to Highlight House 4. House Becomes Public Atrium

Figure 29: Home Retrofit Centre Parti

5.4 Services Provided

 The Home Retrofit Centre will have ties to the City as well as the McEwen School of 
Architecture. Homeowners from Azilda, and surrounding communities, will be able to visit the 
Centre as an open-source for information about retrofitting their homes. It will provide ample 
opportunity for local employment. This could include residents from Azilda, the City, as well as 
students and professors from the McEwen School of Architecture. Those working at the Centre 
could help homeowners throughout part or the entire process of retrofitting their house. They 
would also provide the information to those looking for a resource for their “do-it-yourself” 
renovations. 

 Retrofitting and renovations will happen, and the Centre will guide homeowners 
towards making sustainable changes. The Home Retrofit Centre can help with the design and 
create a 5-, 10-, or 20-year plan. It can connect homeowners with services, programs, and 
benefits available. In addition, educational events will be available for the public to learn about 
sustainability, retrofits, climate change, house constructions, etc. Homeowners will have access 
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West EntranceNorth Entrance

Initial North Entrance Initial West Entrance

Figure 30: Initial North Entrance Process Drawing (Penultimate) Figure 32: Initial West Entrance Process Drawing (Penultimate)

Figure 31: Home Retrofit Centre North Entrance Figure 33: Home Retrofit Centre West Entrance
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5.5 Programming

 The Home Retrofit Centre has three major programs: the Home Retrofit Centre & 
Workshop, the Re-use Store & Workshops, and the Café. The Home Retrofit Centre & Workshop 
requires the workspace and storage to be able to support retrofitting the homes in Azilda and 
will include the following program: tool storage, material storage, retrofit truck garage/parking, 
workshops inside and outside, studio office, meeting/classroom, and an information centre. The 
Information Centre will be the central hub of the entire building, providing direction, information, 
contacts, etc. The Information Centre is merged within the Re-use Store. 

 The Re-use Store will encourage community members to bring and sell used furniture. 
The store will be supported with a Workshop (loud) and a Classroom/Workshop (quiet) for this 
furniture to be upcycled or for other community uses. These Workshops have storage spaces for 
tools and materials. Supporting programs such as the Re-use Store & Workshops and the Café, 
work to reach different audiences, who might not be looking to retrofit, to come to the Centre and 
will inevitably be introduced to it. 

 The Café will be the first locally-owned and operated coffee shop in Azilda and will 
gain attention, which will invite more people to come into the Centre where they will learn about 
climate change and what retrofitting can provide. Above the Café, there are two rentable offices 
with a shared storage room to help support local business or entrepreneurs. 

 The Home Retrofit Centre will be didactic as the building will be used as a tool to learn 
about home retrofits as well as how the building itself works. For this reason, there is an Exploded 
Didactic House throughout the building. The Didactic House includes display zones to learn 
about basements, HVAC, floors, walls, doors, roof, and insulation, as well as the space to play 
informational videos about retrofits. In addition, there will also be areas for local business to show 
their merchandise, which will encourage supporting local business. 

to the Home Retrofit Centre Workshop which includes the skills and knowledge of the employed 
technicians, the tools, equipment, and a vehicle if needed. The Centre will have an active and 
physical presence through community involvement resulting in the mitigating of climate change. 
A mark or sign will be placed on the houses that have been retrofitted, and a live data board, 
located in the atrium, displays the impact that the community and the Centre has had towards 
mitigating climate change.

Figure 34: Home Retrofit Centre Space Planning
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Figure 37: Home Retrofit Centre Massing Views
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Figure 35: Initial Home Retrofit Centre Massing North-East View Figure 36: Initial Home Retrofit Centre Massing North-West View

Initial Space Planning

 The following images are the four views of the Home Retrofit Centre and highlights 
the massing of the programs.  (Figure 37) The Café (blue) is in the northwest corner on the 
main floor. The Re-use Store (orange) is in the south-west corner on the main floor. The Re-use 
Workshops (orange) are in the northeast corner, both main and second floor. The Home Retrofit 
Centre (green) is primarily located on the south with it wrapping around on either side. The final 
program massing is similar to the initial massing in winter 2020 where the Café is in purple, the 
Re-use Store and Workshop is in orange, the Home Retrofit Centre Workshop is in green and the 
offices are in grey. 
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Figure 38: Winter Render of the Azilda Home Retrofit Centre from Notre Dame Street
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6.1  Spatial Organization

 The Home Retrofit Centre responds to the existing conditions of the Star Tavern. 
Currently, the site consists of the building, the paved parking lot on the north, east, and west, and 
an overgrown yard behind the building on the south side. The site is surrounded by residential 
houses directly adjacent to the south and west, as well as across from St Thomas Street. To the 
north of the site, across Notre Dame Street is a corner store and apartments. St Thomas Street 
is a quiet side road, while Notre Dame Street is the thoroughfare through Azilda. For this reason, 
the main entrances, both pedestrian and vehicular, will be from Notre Dame Street while St 
Thomas Street will be mainly used as the “back entrance.”

 The current building is sitting closer to St Thomas Street (towards the east), therefore 
the “front of the building” will be both the north and west sides in order to not be cramped 
against St Thomas Street. This orientation allowed for maximized solar gains and creates this 
public exterior space towards the north and west. The west of the building has the majority of the 
parking and the north side of the site has a few additional parking spots, including the accessible 
parking. With the amount of space available, the parking in the north is a one-way parking 
exiting on St Thomas Street. 

 The Star Tavern was designed with the main floor about 3.5 feet above grade. In 
response to the existing structure, the northwest corner of the building, with the Café, is wrapped 
with a patio for both access to the main entrances as well as the Café’s patio space. The front of 
the building is intended to be a social public space, creating a smooth and welcoming transition 
from the bottom grade to the building. Planters near the patio have integrated benches inviting 
theses spaces to become more social. 

 The north pedestrian entrance is designed with a small yard with sitting, shading from 
maple trees, and flower beds which will be landscaped by the Azilda Greenhouses. It aims to 
attract visitors to stop by the Centre while also providing a comfortable place to rest during 
walks on a hot summer day. In addition to being welcoming, the plants selected are native to 
Ontario and attract bees, butterfly, birds, and small animals. Flowers such as the Black-eyed 
Susan, Daisies, and Milkweed are included in the landscape of the Centre, both to the north and 
west of the site. Having native, pollinators friendly, and butterflies and hummingbird attracting 
plants help support the biodiversity of the region. In the west parking lot, trees are planted along 
the edge to help provide the adjacent houses privacy from visitors while also providing a “greener 

6.1.1 Site
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Figure 39: Home Retrofit Centre Site Planning
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Azilda.” Trees such as pines and silver maples, are located on the north and west landscaped 
areas of the site and crab apple trees are planted in the larger planters. In addition, bioswales62 

are on the edge of the paved surfaces to better manage runoff water. Three islands are located 
across the parking with pergolas providing a shaded space for venders to set up their stand for 
farmers’ or flea markets that can be held in this parking lot. All hard surface on the site will be 
made with permeable pavers63 to lower the site’s impact on the environment, allowing run off 
water to go back into the earth instead of the storm drain.

 The south of the site is designated as the Home Retrofit Centre Workshop Area. A 
garage is in the southwest corner of the site where materials, tools or vehicles can be stored. The 
Home Retrofit Centre Workshop opens onto the south with a large clear garage door allowing 
the interior to extend to the exterior workshop on the elevated patio. In addition, it provides 
passive solar gains in winter. The clear garage doors allow the interior workshop to always feel 
open and with the elevated patio, trucks can back up to the workshop and load up vehicles much 
easier. 

 Along St Thomas Street is the “back of house” of the building. This quiet street provided 
the opportunity to create the loading dock for the building on the east. This loading dock will be 
for the use of all programs in the building.

 The Centre has three major programs. The primary major program for the Centre is the 
actual Home Retrofit Centre area, which would include an office for design, a workshop, storage 
for tools and materials, and the “Exploded Didactic House.” The secondary major programs, 
which will support as well as invite more people to the Centre, are the Café and the Re-use Store. 
The Store would also be supported with a Workshop and Classroom/Workshop in which people 
could fix their furniture. This space will be available for the community to use. Local service 
groups, such as Le Club d’Age d’Or, only a block away, could volunteer their time and use the 
space to upcycle furniture, or perhaps someone hosts a class, workshop, or presentation.

 Figure 40 highlights the major programs of the Centre. The Re-use Store & Workshops 
are in orange, the Home Retrofit Centre & Workshop is in green, and the Café is in blue. The 
programs are organized to utilize southern solar gains and to have the north and west become 
the front of the building. The atrium in the centre is a two-story space with a raised roof opened 
towards to south. 

6.1.2 Major Programs

62 For more information on bioswales check see: Lovell, Sarah Taylor, and Douglas M. Johnston. “Designing Landscapes  
 for Performance Based on Emerging Principles in Landscape Ecology.” Ecology and Society 14, no. 1 (2009). Accessed  
 April 25, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/stable/26268059.
63 For more information on permeable pavers see: Lovell, Sarah Taylor, and Douglas M. Johnston. “Designing   
 Landscapes for Performance Based on Emerging Principles in Landscape Ecology.” Ecology and Society 14, no. 1 (2009).  
 Accessed April 25, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/stable/26268059.
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Figure 40: Home Retrofit Centre Major Program Plans
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 The Home Retrofit Centre & Workshop (green in previous drawings) is the primary 
major program of the Centre, and has its spaces focused on the south of the building. Outside of 
the main building, the Centre has a garage for material, tool, and vehicle storage. The Workshop, 
accessible by fob key, is in the southeast corner of the building and is partially open to the second 
level. Divided with a large garage door, the Workshop can open onto the exterior Workshop 
patio space. (Figure 41) Both on the main and second floors, windows are placed so that visitors 
in the Centre can see what is happening in the Workshop. The aim with the windows is to make 
this a welcoming experience as well as to help pique interest. This Workshop can be used by 
anyone. Perhaps someone is getting help on their retrofit for their house and are prefabricating a 
few things with help from the Centre, or maybe someone needs the space and tools to work on a 
project and don’t have it at home. Projects in this workshop will not be isolated to retrofits, it is a 
community space and sometimes someone just needs space to work. 

 The office space and classroom/meeting room are located on the second level of the 
building. The office space will be used by those who work at the Centre full-time. This is where 
homeowners will receive help and guidance on their home retrofit projects. Those working at the 
Centre will be able to help them through every step in the process whether they want help with 
the full project or only part of it. The Office will provide design support, connection with outside 
resources, services, and programs, and even set them up to rent tools, vehicles, or space, and 
even sell recycled materials. The Building Manager, with an office between the Office and the 
Workshop, will organize and manage all scheduling for the Centre. Finally, the Home Retrofit 
Centre Information Centre is the go-to hub for directions in the building. The Information Centre 
will be able to connect homeowners and builders to whichever resources they are looking for as 
well as sign them in if needed.

6.1.2.1  Home Retrofit Centre & Workshop

Figure 41: Home Retrofit Centre Exterior Workshop

 Purchasing second-hand furniture, instead of buying new, is a way to lower the 
embodied carbon within one’s household. The Re-use Store (orange) is merged with the 
Information Centre. The Store is where one might buy, sell, or donate old furniture. In conjunction 
with the Store there is a loud Workshop in the northeast corner on the main floor that is accessible 
by fob key which would be obtained at the Information Centre. This Workshop is available for all 
community members to use to refurbish furniture, either for the store or themselves. Next to the 

6.1.2.2   Re-use Store, Workshop, & Classroom/Workshop
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 In an effort to invite more people into the Centre, the Star Tavern Café (Figure 43) was 
added and will be the first locally owned coffee shop in Azilda. Inside, the Café has a small sitting 
area that extrudes further than the existing building providing the opportunity for users to see the 
original wall of the Star Tavern. (Figure 42) This wall will not be repainted and will remain as is, 
however, the existing window opening will be cut down to the floor to be able to walk through. 

6.1.2.3  Café

Figure 43: Star Tavern Café Patio

Figure 42: Star Tavern Original Wall in Café

Re-use Workshop is the elevator of the building, located specifically in this location because those 
using the Re-use Workshop, also have access to the quiet Classroom/Workshop on the second 
floor and would make bringing furniture to the second floor simpler. The Classroom/Workshop 
would be used for projects, or steps in a project that do not require loud power tools. For example, 
someone could reupholster a chair in this space or even host a class or workshop in the evenings 
or weekends. Connected to the Classroom/Workshop is a well-ventilated paint room to refinish 
furniture.

The extruded part of the sitting area becomes a more intimate space for those enjoying a coffee 
while looking out onto Notre Dame Street. Anyone visiting the Star Tavern Café can sit and enjoy 
their coffee either in the main atrium of the building, the interior sitting area within the Café or 
even the semi-covered patio space to the west, which is directly accessible from the Café.
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Figure 45: Star Tavern Café Interior

both tables. A total of six hinges are repurposed as the connectors for the tabletop to the legs. 
The first table is designed with four legs, and the second table has a triangular leg with additional 
support for the tabletop. 

The tables do not introduce any new materials and are eliminating the waste that throwing out 
a door would do. In this way, the doors embodied carbon is lowered by eliminating the end of life 
of the door. The tables embodied carbon is eliminated by avoiding the need for new materials 
which would include embodied carbon from the extraction of raw materials, transportation, and 
the manufacturing. Providing an alternative to the end of life of an object helps minimize our 
effects on climate change. Our contribution to lowering the carbon emissions we release into 
the atmosphere can be fun and fulfilling. Creating something functional and beautiful by using 
reclaimed materials is only one of many changes we can make.
  
For a more detailed description of both door tables please reference APPENDIX A

Figure 44: Final Door Tables

6.1.2.3.1  Door Tables

 Tables in the Café as well as some of the other tables found throughout the building will 
be built with repurposed doors  (Figure 43) either from the Star Tavern or other old doors. The 
following text describes an artifact created for an assignment in another course (ARCH 5326—
Fabrication 2) during the semester of Winter 2021:

 Lowering our carbon footprint shouldn’t be boring, it should be exciting and beautiful. 
These door tables are designed using only three reclaimed doors. The doors are being reused to 
create these beautiful and unique tables. At a smaller scale, used throughout the building, these 
tables will further show homeowners and others what retrofitting can achieve. The tables will be 
seen used at the café, in the offices, and even in the workshops. For this reason, the tables will be 
versatile in their design allowing them to be used where and how they are most needed.

 Doors have been turned into tables before, however, more in the sense of simple DIY for 
a quick solution.64 Door turned into a table that comes from design intentions, which is what this 
design intent. The table isn’t put together simply with four legs and the tabletop, but it is designed 
to be functional and beautiful. 

 For the design of the two tables I used three different doors: a hollow core door, a solid 
core door, as well as a frame and panel door. (Figure 42) The hollow core door and solid core 
door are both used as the tabletops, while the frame and panel door is used to create the legs for 

64 In 1995, when Jeff Benzos first started his company of Amazon, they needed a quick cost-effective solution for desks. Being  
 right across from the Home Depot, they created their door desks. Theses desks were made with a flat, solid core door, 4x4s  
 for the legs and brackets. Some of these desks are still being used to this day.
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Figure 46: Home Retrofit Centre Major Program Plans
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 This building aims to be didactic in its design in order to be used as a tool when 
completing a home retrofit. (Figure 47) Specifically geared to learning about a house, the 
Exploded Didactic House (red) includes display zones in the basement, that focus on the 
basement, HVAC, and floors, as well as the space to play informational videos. The main floor 
focuses on walls, and doors. And the second floor focuses on windows, roof, and insulation. 
These display zones address the three major retrofit strategies of the building envelope, heating 
& cooling, renewable energy strategies mentioned in section 4.3 Retrofit Strategies. 

 The Didactic House will provide information for all these various aspects of a house and 
show information about the structure and insulation, general information, different types and 
their pros and cons, the environmental impact, building efficiency as well as handheld models. 
These display zones of the Exploded Didactic House are designed to easily change with time so 
that the information provided by the Centre will be most relevant and up to date. In addition to 
the display zones of the Didactic House, there will also be areas for local businesses to show their 
merchandise, (grey) which will encourage supporting local business.

 Along with the Exploded Didactic House, the Home Retrofit Centre has also 
highlighted the buildings various sustainable design strategies and systems  (Figure 66) such 
as the geothermal heat pump system, illustrated in the parking lot, and the water collection 
using blue coloured pipes to show where the rainwater and grey water is being used. Renewable 
energy from the solar panels is illustrated with a green border around the panels, and the wind 
energy is illustrated with a purple line marked in the roof pavers connecting the wind turbines. 
Throughout the building, illustrations and information plaques will be installed in order to help 
the user understand the different strategies and systems.

6.1.3 Exploded Didactic House

Figure 47: Exploded Didactic House Wayfinding Start

 The zones of the Exploded Didactic House are designed to create a clear distinction 
between a space of learning (Exploded Didactic House) and the rest of the building. The major 
difference being the change in materials and colour. A painted coloured line system beginning 

6.1.3.1  Information Display
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Figure 48: Exploded Didactic House Wayfinding Plan
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Figure 49: Information Display - Poster Frame and Shelf

Figure 50: Exploded Didactic House Zone - Information Display

near the Information Centre acts as a way finding system. (Figure 47) Following the lines lead 
to different zones of the Exploded Didactic House, where the floor colours correspond with the 
colour for that zone. (Figure 48) In addition to colour coded floors, these spaces have wood 
accent walls and ceilings. (Figure 50) These wood accents are not only an indicator of the space 
of learning but also provides a way to hang and display informational posters in Poster Frames, 
created specifically for the Centre. (Figure 49) These Poster Frames make it easier to change 
and update posters when information changes, keeping homeowners up to date on the latest 
information. There is also a Shelf that can be hung to the wood accent walls that will provide a 
space for smaller handheld models and other informational pamphlets. 

See APPENDIX B for more information on the Poster Frames and the Shelf.
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Figure 51: Presentation in Home Retrofit Centre Atrium
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 The Home Retrofit Centre can be understood as a hub for research and design related 
to retrofits, design, and sustainability. The Centre allows for the formation of community with 
the partners, school, and communities. This “Community Design Centre” would partner with 
the McEwen School of Architecture where both could utilize the resources from each other. This 
would involve the collaboration in projects, research, and presentation to work together towards 
a carbon neutral future. In addition, this thesis proposes the Centre partners with North West 
Lumber Home Hardware Building Centre in Chelmsford for all home material needs and the 
Azilda Greenhouses for all landscaping needs. Some of the partners proposed to work with 
the Centre are Rethink Green, Habitat for Humanity, Enbridge Union Gas, and various high 
schools in Greater Sudbury. (Figure 50) (See APPENDIX C for more information about the 
proposed partners) The Centre, being a public community building, will host various events, 
workshops, and presentations that will encourage this formation of a community while also 
learning about sustainability. Events held at the Centre could include farmers and flea markets, 
school outings, classes, home shows, building conferences, etc. The large atrium (Figure 49), 
the two classrooms, and the screen room provide excellent spaces for these events, workshops, or 
presentations to take place.

 This building was designed to create an inviting space for anyone to visit and feel 
welcomed. Making this building welcoming introduces one to home retrofits without intimidating 
or overwhelming them. The colour-coded way finding of the Exploded Didactic House makes 
finding and exploring the zones of the house fun and aims to help visitors feel more at ease. It will 
be a “cool” aspect of the building that people will share with others and encourage them to visit 
the building. The addition of this “Community Design Centre” will create a sense of community 
around retrofit, design, and sustainability that will slowly grow over time to influence and create 
a carbon-neutral future.

6.1.4 Community Design Centre  

Figure 52: Proposed Partners for Community Involvement
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6.2 Sustainable Design Strategies

 The Living Building Challenge, “provides a framework for design, construction and the 
symbiotic relationship between people, our community, and nature.”65 This design has aimed to 
touch on all seven petals for this thesis. The seven petals include Place, Water, Energy, Health + 
Happiness, Materials, Equity, and Beauty. 

 Place: The parking lot and connection to the building have aimed to make it a public 
space with ample gathering spaces and natural landscaping with native plants. All landscaping 
would be designed with the team at Azilda Greenhouses. In addition, there is outside bike storage 
next to the west entrance as well as covered bike storage next to the loading dock on the east. All 
parking lot surfaces have permeable pavers to lower the amount of runoff water into the storm 
drains.

 Water: Rainwater is collected and used for toilets as well as irrigation for all plants. 
Grey water is filtered and used along with the rainwater to use for toilets only. All water use will be 
used efficiently, such as a two flush option toilet. 

 Energy: The Home Retrofit Centre will house an Information Data Board in the atrium. 
This Information Data Board will include live data on the building as well as updates on the 
retrofits in Azilda. The building envelope has been designed to passive standards with continuous 
insulation as well as renewable energies such as solar, wind, and thermal. 

 The use of composting toilets has been explored, however, after contacting someone 
from the City to see if it is feasible, I learned that the sewer system in Azilda is as safe for the 
environment and people as possible. The connection for the building to the sewer system would 
just need to be replaced because it has not been used in years. 

 Health + Happiness: Operable windows, views, access to nature inside and out, and 
good air circulation help to make this building a happy and healthy environment. 

6.2.1 Living Building Challenge

 Materials: Material selection in this design will be sourced locally whenever possible. 
After careful consideration the optimal cladding for this building is the High Density Fibre 
Cement produced by KØL. They have a representative in Ontario in which the materials could 
be procured from. “Fibre cement is a composite material made up of cement, mineral fillers, 
cellulose and non-toxic fibres. These natural materials ensure KØL panels are environmentally-
friendly and long lasting.”66

 Equity: The building is accessible, and not only in the physical sense, the Centre aims 
to be a comfortable space for anyone to visit and not feel out of place or overwhelmed.

 Beauty: The building uses natural materials as well as landscaping with native plants. 
In terms of education, the entire Exploded Didactic House is educational about how the houses 
can be retrofitted. In addition, the building systems and strategies, such as ground-source heat 
pump, and solar panels, are also highlighted.

 Addressing all seven petals of the Living Building Challenge created a holistic design 
for the Home Retrofit Centre. Using this framework provided a guide to ensure this building has 
a symbiotic relationship between the community, the environment, and the building. 

65 “LBC-4_0_v13.Pdf,” 4, accessed October 16, 2020, https://living-future.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/LBC-4_0_v13. 
 pdf.

66 “KØL: High Density Fibre Cement,” KØL :: High Density Fibre Cement, accessed March 25, 2021, https://www.kolfacade. 
 com.
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Figure 53: Farmer’s Market in the West Parking Lot
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 The Home Retrofit Centre utilizes solar gains from the south to light the building as 
well as heat the building during winter months. Concrete floors act as a thermal mass storing 
heat and releasing it when needed. Large southern windows with light shelves help increase the 
amount of light into the building while also reducing the heat. The atrium pours in light from 
clearstory windows above, that also allow those on the green roof to see the atrium bellow. 
Operable windows in the atrium as well as throughout the building provide airflow, helping to 
keep the building comfortable. The building envelope is well insulated with continuous insulation 
and will be detailed to be airtight. 

6.2.2 Passive Design Strategies 6.3 Building Systems

 The Centre is retrofitting the existing Star Tavern where the walls are assumed to be 
10” Concrete Masonry Unit (CMU). To use this existing wall structure, the building needs to be 
wrapped in a blanket to stay warm. The cladding chosen is a KØL67 High-Density Fibre Cement 
Panel using a rain screen system.68 This allows for 8” of Rockwool69 Cavityrock Insulation to be 
“sandwiched” between the CMU and the Fibre Cement Panels. This is possible with the use of 
8” Cascadia Fibre Glass Clips70 connected directly to the CMU and the vertical subframe which 
holds the Fibre Cement Panels. On the interior of the exterior walls a 1.5” Rockwool comfortboard 
110 is added brining to R-value of the exterior wall to about 40. The roof, which is completely new, 
is designed with 15” of both Rockwool Toprock DD Insulation and Rockwool Multifix Insulation, 
with a total R-value of about 57, as well as the use roof paver and a green roof system.71  In 
addition to the added insulation triple pane windows are used, most of which are operable. With 
this added insulation, as well as the assurance of air tightness and continuous insulation, the 
building envelope designed to passive house standards. 

6.3.1 Building Envelope

Figure 54: Home Retrofit Centre Passive Section

67 “KØL: High Density Fibre Cement,” KØL :: High Density Fibre Cement, accessed March 25, 2021, https://www.kolfacade. 
 com.
68  For more information on rain-screen systems see Wolfgang, Brian, and Ehsan Kamel. “Rainscreens: An Established  
 Technique for Advanced Wall Construction.” Cityscape 17, no. 2 (2015): 329-34. Accessed May 2, 2021. http://www.jstor. 
 org/stable/26326952.
69  “Rockwool Passive House Solutions Guide,” January 27, 2021, https://p-cdn.rockwool.com/siteassets/o2-rockwool/ 
 documentation/technical-guides/commercial/passive-house-solutions-guide.pdf?f=20201024215507.
70  “Cascadia Fiberglass Innovation,” March 25, 2021, https://www.cascadiawindows.com/database/files/library/ 
 CascadiaClip_broch_rev_Revised_May_3_v2.pdf.
71  For more information on green roof systems see: William Gethering and Katie Puckett, Design for Climate Change  
 (London: RIBA, 2013). 77
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 The design of the cladding pays homage to the original Star Tavern by mimicking the 
colours with a different material and pattern. The colours chosen for the cladding are light grey, 
dark grey, and red, all which resemble the current colours of the north façade of the Star Tavern. 
The most prominent colour is the light grey as it plays well with the black steel, black stucco, and 
wood details of the building. The north façade has the four wind turbines along it. A vertical line 
of light grey panels highlights these wind turbines, integrating them into the façade. A series of 
dark grey, light grey, and red repeats between the windows of the second floor as well as at the 
top of the facade. This pattern repeats itself all around the building. Should a window not fill the 
space in the coloured strip, dark grey is used to fill in the gap. Similarly, on the main floor, dark 
grey stretches from the ground to the coloured strip above and below a window or door and light 
grey fills in the remaining spaces.

6.3.1.1  Cladding Design

Figure 55: Building Envelope

Figure 57: KØL High Density Fibre Cement Panel Colours - Telegrey, Zinc, and Sandstone
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Figure 56: Building Envelope - Cladding Detail 
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Figure 58: Star Tavern North Facade Before

Figure 59: Star Tavern North Facade Cladding Before

Figure 60: Home Retrofit Centre North Facade After

Figure 61: Home Retrofit Centre North Facade Cladding After
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6.3.2 Heating & Cooling Systems
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 The Home Retrofit Centre will be utilizing a ground-source heat pump system to heat 
and cool the building and water. A ground-source heat pump is an electrically driven device that 
uses the earth “as a source of thermal energy in heating mode, and as a sink to reject energy when 
in cooling mode.”72 The primary advantage of this type of heat pump is that they “are not subject 
to extreme temperature fluctuations (…) resulting in the most energy efficient type of heat pump 
system.”73 Compared to an electric furnace “Ground-source systems will reduce (…) heating 
and cooling costs substantially.”74 The ground-source heat pump system has two main parts; a 
ground heat exchanger and a heat pump. The Centre is using a closed loop, vertical boreholes 
as the ground heat exchanger. In the parking lot on the west of the site, there is an imitation of a 
ground-source heat pump illustrated with different coloured pavers. This illustration is showing 
a horizontal ground heat exchanger as it is often the best-known illustration for geothermal 
heating. This illustration is used as a didactic tool for the building’s heat pump system allowing 
curiosity to arise and the opportunity to learn about them.

Figure 62: Ground-Source Heat Pump

72 “Heating and Cooling With a Heat Pump,” April 22, 2009, https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy-efficiency/energy-star- 
 canada/about/energy-star-announcements/publications/heating-and-cooling-heat-pump/6817.
73 Ibid.
74 Ibid.

Ground Source Heat Pump System (This diagram shows the heating cycle, it is reversed for cooling)
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 The Centre will be utilizing a rainwater collection system with a cistern for both 
rainwater and greywater. This cistern water will be used for toilets as well to irrigate plants on the 
site, in planters, and on the green roof. Using this system allows the building to reduce the use of 
potable water needed, which also saves on cost. Rainwater from the roof is directed to the cistern 
and passes an initial filtration before entering the cistern. Greywater from sinks, showers, and 
laundry machines are sent to a planted bioretention cell75 as the initial filtration before making 
its way to the cistern. The planted bioretention cells prevent the water from being murky and 
removes pollutants in the water. Water from the cistern is pumped out when needed. When used 
for irrigation, the water does not receive further filtration, however, when used for toilets the water 
passes through another filtration then is pumped to the toilets. Water used from the cistern will 
have blue pipes indicating that the water is from the cistern, allowing the building to be further 
didactic. 

6.3.3 Renewable Energy & Systems

rain water to cistern

initial filtration

filtration pumps
greywater to cistern

water for irrigation

water for irrigation

rainwater & greywater cistern
initial filtration through  
planted bioretention cell

Figure 64: Rainwater & Grey Water Cistern System
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Cold Water to Unit
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Air

Suply
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Ground Source Heat Pump System (This diagram shows the heating cycle, it is reversed for cooling)

Figure 63: Heat Pump System Air and Water

75 “Low Impact development Stormwater Management Planning and Design Guide: Chapter 4 – 4..5,” accessed March 25,  
 2021, https://cvc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/lid-swm-guide-chapter4-4.5-bioretention.pdf.
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Figure 65: Solar and Wind Renewable Energy System

Figure 66: Home Retrofit Centre Renewable Energy Systems

 Energy is collected with the use of the 37 solar panels on site and four vertical wind 
turbines on the north side of the building. Solar panels are located on the three pergolas in the 
parking lot, the garage and on the roof of the Centre. Both the solar and wind energy is collected, 
stored into a battery bank, and is distributed throughout the building. Excess energy should there 
be any, is fed back into the area utility. Collecting this renewable energy will reduce the buildings 
negative impact on the environment. Like the other systems in the building, this energy will be 
indicated throughout the building allowing the building to be even more didactic.
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 If we want the citizens of Azilda to move towards a carbon neutral future, they need to 
be provided with a tool to assist in this complex endeavour.  The Azilda Home Retrofit Centre can 
be that tool. It has aimed to understand these two questions: How can architecture be a catalyst 
for these retrofits? And can the Home Retrofit Centre itself, showcase and inspire community 
members to implement retrofit strategies in their own homes in order to guide Azilda into a 
carbon-neutral future?

 With the climate crisis fast approaching, proactive change is crucial. In a community 
like Azilda, the Home Retrofit Centre will first inspire change by retrofitting the condemned Star 
Tavern into this beautiful community hub. Once in operation, the community will have full access 
to the resources at the Centre. This includes the Home Retrofit Centre area with the design office 
and workshop, the Café, the Re-use Store and Workshops, the rentable offices, classrooms, and 
the Exploded Didactic House. It will be a catalyst for home retrofits in the community by showing 
that it is attainable, it is not intimidating, and it does not need to be top of the line to make 
a difference. The building itself is designed to be a tool for both the staff and homeowners to 
use when designing a home retrofit. This is achieved with the design of the Exploded Didactic 
House, a colourful and exciting feature of the building that will entice more visitors to come. It 
will provide the necessary and up-to-date information for homeowners to understand a house 
and the retrofit strategies available to make it more sustainable. The Star Tavern Café and the 
Re-use Store are supporting programs with the aim of inviting more people into the building. The 
more people that come to the Centre, the more people will learn about home retrofits and why it’s 
important. 

 With every change someone does in their own home, it has an impact on the carbon 
emissions of the entire community and the world. An information data board in the atrium 
will provide a visual reminder of this impact making it easier for everyone to understand the 
impact the community has. Home retrofits have the main goal of lowering the houses carbon 
emissions. However, investing in retrofits that make the building more energy efficient, will lower 
the energy costs, reduce maintenance requirements, create a more comfortable environment for 
the residents, and reduce the environmental footprint. Most homeowners will be focused on the 
social and economic impact of these retrofits. With every retrofit the resale value of the house 
goes up making it an investment for the homeowner while also investing in a carbon neutral 
future. 

 Beyond being an information centre, it will adapt with climate change over time. Looking 
ahead at what happens to the centre after all the retrofits are completed, it will continue to serve 
other community activism and advocacy agendas with very few modifications needed. Once the 
environmental performance of existing buildings in Azilda has been addressed, there will remain 
a number of social and economic issues that deserve attention. The facility can accommodate a 
number of agendas, such as:

 - public education and outreach for programs (e.g. aging in place, multi-  
  generational housing, working/schooling from home, job re-   
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  training, warming/cooling/disaster relief facility, etc.)
 - Continued research and education on sustainable architecture in the north
 - Didactic displays replaced with other types of information resources on a   
  revolving basis (e.g. evolving construction technologies)
 - Providing information and resources on evolving construction technologies 
 - Rental of tools and space 
 - Building systems maintenance resource
 - Electric car recharge station
 - Filtration system added to the cistern for potable water
 - Donation zone to recycle materials
 - Community garden on the roof
 - Workshops to allow local business to produce their products
 - Renewable energy sharing through a battery renting system

 This thesis serves as a parameter for other northeastern Ontario commuter 
communities to use. The imminent threat of climate change needs to be addressed. Thus, the 
Home Retrofit Centre is a visual reminder of this threat and will help the community of Azilda 
to confront it. Providing the resources, knowledge, and space required, the Centre will make a 
crucial impact in the community and the environmental movement. With CEEP, the methodology 
and framework advanced in this thesis should be applied to the other communities that comprise 
Greater Sudbury. Not every community will necessarily develop a Centre such as this one, but it 
is important to take an inventory of housing stock and develop a triage strategy for the retrofit of 
houses with the understanding that commercial and institutional buildings will naturally follow 
since they have access to better sources of funding and engagement with professionals and 
programs. The cleaning up of building eyesores in a community is a good thing, but repurposing 
derelict buildings for relevant initiatives is an even better thing. Buildings are supposed to help fulfill 
our aspirations and this proposition offers much hope and optimism for Azilda’s longstanding 
future.
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Figure xx: Door Table 1

 Door Table 1: The first table uses the hollow core door as the tabletop, and part of the 
frame and panel door for the legs. (Figure xx) The legs are made with pieces from the sides and 
bottom edge of the frame and panel door. Both side edge pieces are cut into six pieces, four of which 
are cut even to make the four legs. The legs are cut to taper at the bottom and sit flat on the ground. 
The remainder of the side edge pieces, which is two small pieces, along with the bottom edge of the 
door becomes the connection between the four legs. The legs, a structure almost separate from the 
tabletop are connected with wooden joints and dowels.  Three of the six collected hinges connect the 
hollow core door, which is the tabletop, to the legs.

APPENDIX A
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Figure xx: Door Table 2

 Door Table 1: The second table is created with the solid core door as the tabletop, as well 
as the remainder of the frame and panel door. (Figure xx) The remainder of the frame and panel 
door is cut horizontally between the four largest panels into two large pieces, one shorter than the 
other. These two large pieces are joined with wood joinery, where it was cut, at an angle to create 
the triangle legs. The cut and joined edge is at the top and will sit the tabletop while the other edges 
are both sitting on the floor. They cut in order to sit even with the floor to keep the table stable. Part 
of the frame, in the centre of the longest large piece, is cut out and split into two pieces to be used as 
additional support for the tabletop. Two notches are cut into the untouched horizontal frame of the 
longest large piece. Both support pieces are placed into these notches to sit perpendicular with the 
angle of the triangle legs. The top of the support pieces is even with the top of the triangle legs. Both 
panels from the shorter large piece, of the triangle legs, are cut out and joined together to create 
one large panel. This large panel is placed between the triangle legs and the additional supports to 
create a shelf. The remaining three of the six hinges collected, are used to connect the solid core door, 
the tabletop, to the triangle legs and the additional support.

APPENDIX A APPENDIX B

 Poster Frame: A Poster Frame allows posters to hang in a solid frame from the ceiling. 
With the frame, the posters can stay nice and flat without worry of being damaged. It is made with 
two custom frames, back-to-back, with hinges at the bottom to be able to open and close easily, and 
a clasp at the top to lock together. Posters are pined between these two frames, closed, locked, then 
hung with wires to the wood accent ceiling of the Exploded Didactic House display. The Poster Frame 
allows for the Information Displays to be easier to manage, keep tidy, as well as change around.
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APPENDIX C

The Home Retrofit Centre has proposed partnership with the City of Greater Sudbury (https://
www.greatersudbury.ca/) as well as many other supporting partners. 

 Faculty and students from the McEwen School of Architecture 
can work with Centre. Students can be hired as staff, and walk homeowners 
through the Exploded Didactic House, explaining the various aspects of 
the house. Students could also join, or shadow, designers while meeting 
with a homeowner for their home retrofit. Architecture students could 
also organize a presentation for perhaps high school students to learn 
about how a house works, or even architecture itself. Working at the 
Centre would provide students the opportunity to learn more about how 
a house is built and sustainable design. In addition to working within the 
Centre, student could help with the construction of a home retrofit. 

 Faculty could use the Home Retrofit Centre as part of their 
curriculum for the graduate studios. Students could learn about the 
house, complete projects, and even present to the community. Research 
about northern sustainability could be studied here with research funds 
that would come through the school to include the Centre as partner.

 The Home Hardware in Chelmsford will be the main supplier of 
materials for home retrofits. For projects being done by the Centre, they 
will always call Home Hardware for materials they need. Materials can 
be delivered to the Centre so that it is ready to go once they are at the 
Workshop ready to begin their home retrofit project.

Laurentian University (https://laurentian.ca/) 
McEwen School of Architecture (https://mcewenarchitecture.ca/)

North West Lumber Home Hardware Building Centre (https://www.
homehardware.ca/en/) 

 Shelf: The Removeable shelf allows the Information Display to have more space if 
needed. The shelf can be used to hold handheld models, pamphlets, etc. The Shelf is made with 
a single piece of wood with a notch cut on one side the same size as the wood on the wood accent 
walls. This shelf can easily be slotted into place on the accent wall. 

APPENDIX B
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 The Home Retrofit Centre will provide the information on how 
to complete a retrofit and will have a technician in the Workshop to assist 
with any project. Homeowners can go to the Workshop and prefabricate 
parts and install them themselves at home. They also have the option of 
hiring a professional, or even allow an intern or students to work. Interns 
and students would come from the United Brotherhood of Carpenters 
& Joiners, Cambrian College, and Collège Boréal who are learning 
carpentry or architecture. This would allow homeowners to save money 
while also helping an intern or student further their education. 

 Rethink Green and the Nickel Refillery are two sustainable 
groups and business in Sudbury that could present a workshop at the 
Centre about sustainability. Presentations and workshops at the Centre 
will be for the community, and students to learn about sustainability, 
retrofits, and construction.

Espanola High School (Carpentry Techniques)
Lasalle Secondary School (Modern Residential Construction and 
Woodworking Concepts, Renewable Energy)
Lo-Ellen Park Secondary School (Architectural and Technology 
Design)

Marymount Academy (Architecture and Engineering)

É.s.c. Champlain (construction, menuiserie - Construction and 
Carpentry)
É.s. du Sacré-Cœur (Technologie de la construction - Construction 
Technology & technologie de la menuiserie et de l’ébénisterie  - Carpentry 
& cabinetmaking Technology)

 These high schools have different programs that can all be 
used to assist the Centre. Students can help build a home retrofit and 
can have classes at the centre about home retrofits focusing on the 

United Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners Local 2486 (https://
carpenterslocal2486.com/)

Rethink Green (https://www.rethinkgreen.ca/) 

Cambrian College (https://cambriancollege.ca/) 

The Nickel Refillery (https://www.thenickelrefillery.ca/) 

@Home energy(https://athomeenergy.ca/) 

Habitat for humanity (https://www.habitatgatewaynorth.com/
restore) 

Sustainable Building and Energy Consultants Inc. (http://www.
sbepv.ca/)

Enbridge union gas (https://www.uniongas.com/) 

Solar Associates (http://solarassociates.ca/) 

The Home Depot (https://www.homedepot.ca/en/home.html)

Lowe’s Home Improvement (https://www.lowes.ca/) 

Browns Concrete (https://www.brownsconcrete.com/index.html) 

Windows unlimited (https://windowsunlimited.ca/) 

Collège Boréal (https://www.collegeboreal.ca/en/)

Rainbow Schools ( https://www.rainbowschools.ca/ )

Sudbury Catholic District School Board (SCDSB) (https://www.
sudburycatholicschools.ca/)

Conseil scolaire catholique Nouvelon (CSCNO) (https://www.
nouvelon.ca/)

Construction and Education
Community Learning

Additional Proposed Partners

 Azilda Greenhouses can help both the Home Retrofit Centre 
and homeowners. The Azilda Greenhouses will be commissioned to 
create the landscaped areas at the Centre with the goal of helping to 
support the biodiversity of the area. Plaques will be installed throughout 
to provide information on the various plants and strategies to highlight 
the importance of native landscaping. For homeowners, the Azilda 
Greenhouses will help support them in pursuing a natural landscape in 
their own yard, or even with their vegetable gardens. 

Azilda Greenhouses (https://azildagreenhouses.com/) architecture or construction. The Centre can also be a place where 
students can collect their volunteer hours by helping with little tasks 
either at the Centre or at a home retrofit site.

 Cambrian College students in Media Studies can help the 
Centre create the educational videos for promotions or the screen room. 
They could film a home retrofit so that others can see what the process is 
like.
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